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June 2, 2017 

TO: All Local Union Presidents 
All National/Regional CAD 
National Executive Board 

FROM: Paul V. Hogrogian, National President 
Teresa Harmon, Manager CAD 'T')\ 

RE: Wholesale Job Reversions and Bid Abolishments 

The National Office has been in contact with Postal Headquarters 
to discuss the deluge of bid reversions and abolishments that are being 
implemented across the country as a result of the Function 1 Scheduler. 
Postal Management has argued that these reversions/ abolishments are 
necessary because of the continuing decline in mail volumes. The most 
recent figures (for the period from October 1, 2016 through May 31, 
201 7) indicate a decline of over 6 billion pieces in total mail volume from 
the same period last year. 

In an extreme over reaction to these mail volume figures, USPS 
Headquarters has directed all Postal Areas to assess their current 
workforce complements and make the necessary adjustments to reflect 
the decline in mail volume. Not surprisingly, the Area Managers are now 
over reacting to Postal Headquarters' initial over reaction. 

The "staffing tool" that is being used to determine complement in 
each postal installation is called the Function 1 Scheduler. As explained 
by Postal Managers, the Function 1 Scheduler uses mail volumes, 
available equipment, allied labor, and volume arrival, among other 
factors, to help the processing centers to determine their bid alignments 
and schedules. However, as most Mail Handler representatives already 
know, the Function 1 Scheduler is far from perfect. Like any other 
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computer program, if you put garbage in, you can expect to get garbage 
out. The Postal Managers who met with NPMHU officials to discuss 
these reversions and abolishments readily admitted that the Function 1 
Scheduler is far from exact regarding the staffing of allied duties 
(including mail transportation) and platform operations. Since Allied 
Duties and Platform Operations constitute a substantial portion of Mail 
Handler staffing in Mail Processing Centers, we can only assume that the 
Function 1 Scheduler's recommended Mail Handler complement can in 
no way, shape, or form be considered exact. 

We have been told that the Function 1 Scheduler's results are not 
necessarily binding on all Mail Processing Centers. However, in order for 
the individual installation to deviate from the recommended staffing, an 
exception must be requested from and approved by Postal Headquarters. 
Even in circumstances where current installation staffing is under F-1 
results, the USPS has stated that the local installation must ask for an 
exception in order to convert employees to reach the F-1 staffing model. 

The NPMHU has requested from USPS the results of all the 
Function 1 Schedulers for all Mail Processing Centers in the country. We 
have been assured that the requested information will be provided. 
Should the USPS refuse to provide the requested documents, the NPMHU 
will file the necessary charges with the NLRB. 

In what can only be described as a blatant over reaction to 
pressure from the top, some installations have already issued impact 
statements notifying of their intent to excess Full-Time Regular Career 
Mail Handlers as a result of their new staffing assessments. Union 
Representatives at the Regional and Local levels are meeting with their 
postal counterparts to discuss these ill-conceived and misguided 
proposals. 

Rest assured, we are not giving up on this issue; nor are we giving 
in. This is just the start of what may be a long battle to protect the 
rights of our members, to protect the mailing public, and to protect the 
Postal Service from itself. This battle must be fought on a reversion by 
reversion and abolishment by abolishment basis. Each unwarranted bid 
reversion and abolishment must be challenged and grieved at the 
Installation Level. Attached to this memo are many documents, 
including grievance check lists, that will assist NPMHU representatives in 
challenging the improper reversions or abolishments and in filing the 
necessary grievances. It is imperative that no unwarranted bid reversion 
or abolishment goes unchallenged. 



The Local Unions should be asking the Postal Service to meet to 
share the results of their staffing tool and to discuss impacts on Mail 
Handler craft employees. Please be certain to participate fully and 
actively in these meetings, to raise questions, and to disseminate 
available information to all affected Mail Handlers. The National Office 
also should be kept informed of local developments, as they occur. 

The National and Regional CAD also is prepared to assist you with 
any specific questions that you may have, and, of course, we recommend 
filing all of the appropriate grievances should any of management's 
actions locally violate the National Agreement. 

Please stay tuned for further information, both 
through the mail, and on our web site. 
















